A Page in a Book
Kids Dig Dinosaurs
A kid’s first introduction to dinosaurs has become a childhood rite of passage in
this century. Even though they haven’t roamed the earth in millions of years, dinosaurs have surged to the front of the pack among creatures that stir kids’ imaginations. Perhaps it’s their bizarre forms or the sheer size of these prehistoric marvels
that capture a child’s attention. But it’s common knowledge that once a kid meets
dinosaurs, they’re instantly hooked on the whole world of wildlife that ruled the earth
so long ago. The following titles are delightful early introductions to dinosaurs that
younger children will really sink their teeth into!

If I Had a Raptor

by George O’Connor (Candlewick Press)
What would it be like to adopt a raptor and keep it as a pet? In this title, one young girl
wants to have all her bases covered when it comes to bringing a baby dinosaur into the family. It would need a bell (because it’s so tiny it could get lost). And it would need plenty of cozy
places to curl up in and sunny spots to stretch out in. The girl thinks that her raptor would
probably sleep all day (and run around all night). As the girl’s visions of a raptor as a pet
expand, young readers will smile as they begin to pick up the similarities between pet raptors
and pets of a feline variety. With illustrations that underscore the cat-like behaviors a raptor
might exhibit, this title is a delightful what-if musing on adopting a dinosaur as a pet.

Dinosaur Kisses

by David Ezra Stein (Candlewick)
As soon as baby Dinah emerged from her egg, she was ready to explore her great
big world. She wastes no time as she begins to stomp and chomp her way around it. But
when she sees a kiss for the first time, Dinah knows that it’s something that she wants to
try, too. But unfortunately her instincts to whomp, chomp, and stomp send her mission to
kiss someone awry. Even when she finally (carefully) learns how to pucker up for a kiss, she
accidentally eats her target instead. Just as it seems that kissing isn’t something that is going to work out for Dinah, another option emerges. A perfect partner breaks out to help her
whomp, stomp, and chomp her way to a kiss that works for dinosaurs like her.

Dino-Baby

by Mark Sperring, Illustrated by Sam Lloyd (Bloomsbury)
Dino-Baby is a sweet story that follows one dinosaur family as they prepare their child for the
arrival of a new baby. The older sister learns the importance of quiet time during naps as well as the
joys of baby dino kisses. Teaching the baby good manners and how to use the potty are also important things that an older dino sibling can help with. It’s a special privilege for older siblings to be the
one to introduce new arrivals in their family to the wonderful world of dinosaurs. “Dino-Baby” is both
an ideal baby-on-the-way title as well as a sweet picture book introduction to dinosaurs that a big
sibling can look forward to sharing with the new baby.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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Territorial Gains for Kids

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Kids find something universally attractive about having a
child-sized space all to themselves. Blanket forts, closet
clubs, and tiny tents are some of the small territories that
kids tend to stake out for their own enjoyment. Some
kids like having a personal space where they can enjoy
a measure of solitude. Others prefer the camaraderie of
pals in the close quarters that a clubhouse or tent
creates. The following child-sized spaces are great starts
to help kids carve out their own small territory in an
adult-sized world.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Crazy Forts

Galactic Bed Tent

Crazy Forts is a 69-piece kit
that allows kids to craft their own
vision of the ultimate blanket fort.
Reminiscent of Tinker Toys assembly, one kit contains 25 ball joints
and 44 sticks that join together in a
multitude of structural possibilities.
The ball joint’s multiple openings
allow for a variety of unique angles
and connections that foster the creative vision of young architects. The materials are pretty kid-tough, but adult supervision
to introduce the instructions ensures that kids will learn the best
ways to make the connections. Once the framework is created,
just add your own bed sheet and an original Crazy Fort is ready.

Sleeping under the stars has a
whole new meaning with the Galactic Bed Tent! Creating an enclosed
personal space right around a child’s
twin size mattress, this tent offers
both an marvelous galactic tableau
for waking hours as well as a cozy
celestial surrounding for the slumber
hours. The dark blue interior is decorated with silver stars and
features a starburst LED light in the apex. Giving a small space
the big outer space treatment, the Galactic Bed Tent is a stellar
choice for creating an inspirational personal place for both rest
and play!

(Crazy Forts)

(Hearthsong)

Jungle Safari
Tunnel Tent

Pirate Ship
(Box Creations)

Designed for high-seas adventures (upon an indoor imaginary sea), the Box Creations
Pirate Ship combines durable
cardboard with easy assembly
to create an ideal play space
for young buccaneers. With
an additional creative outlet,
the ship is covered with fantastic graphics that both underscore
the trappings of a pirate ship while also hinting at denizens of the
deep. While the ship comes with four markers, the outstanding
graphics really deserve a broader range of colors (adding a full
pack of markers will enhance this kits appeal). Building on the
versatility of the cardboard box, the Box Creation Pirate Ship takes
this popular recyclable medium and adds all new avenues of creativity and pretend play.

(Pacific Play)

When outfitting young
adventurers, the Jungle
Safari Tunnel Tent meets
the needs of an outdoor
expedition in style. With a
water-resistant floor that
measures 4’ x 4’ and an additional 4 feet of tunnel, this tent
space is ideal for a small group of young explorers to meet, play
and plan their adventures. Featuring a zip-up privacy curtain and
vented mesh screens for air circulation, this play space is great
for front yard or back porch set up. With strong shock-corded
tent poles that slip inside pole pockets, this tent is better assembled by adults until kids get a feel for how the set up works.
Breaking down flat, the tent and tunnel fit easily in their storage
bag between safaris!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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